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As a microphone my main job in camp is to make sure everyone hears what's going on in camp. This is a very 
important job because without me Rabbi Sherman would have to scream even louder and that could be harmful 
to his voice. About two months ago I was sitting in some old storage closet with all the other camp stuff. My 
family, the speakers and the cords were all tangled in a big fight that my twin brother was taking no part in. 
The 2019 trophies were laying around grumping about how they are now useless and the volleyball net was all 
scared about being replaced this year. It was a warm day in June when all of a sudden the doors were thrown 
open and there stood two mexican workers and Rabbi Sherman. We were all hoisted onto this big truck and 
pushed all the way to the back. The fridges were very upset about being thrown around and the new tents were 
bragging about being from walmart. There are a bunch of new things with us in the truck this year. They're 
sanitizing stuff and masks along with boxes of gloves and soap. I heard all about this pandemic thing from the 
locker next to me filled with hospital gowns. It was very busy next door the last few months and I'm sure all 
this new stuff in camp has to do with this covid thing. Finally its home sweet home, I was back in Chevra!! Wait 
where are we?? This isn't summit park? Where is Eitan Hagler? Where are those wooden back stops? Wow 
this building is huge. This gym is gorgeous. This dining room is so big I'm going to have to work extra hard here. 
As I get unloaded into the air-conditioned office I meet up once again with the video guy Eli smith. We’ll spend 
an awful lot of time together as it seems every time I'm brought here he's here leaning against my buddy the 
copy machine. It's day one and the boys are coming in. Why is no one using me? Wait why is everyone going to 
the field? Who's that guy Charles or is it Chucky or just Chuck? Why is he walking around on the first day? 
Oh here the boys come and finally after waiting for so long Camp Chevra 2020 is up and running. Rabbi 
Sherman's first words to camp while holding me is not hello or welcome but OOOOKKKAAYYY!! This seems 
to happen more then Asher Vaxman is called out for dismissal which is a lot. As always Rabbi Sherman is so 
busy stuffing pizza in his mouth the first day he can barely talk with me. This year there are so many boys here 
and the ruach is just crazy. The first week we are doing candy crush!! There is so much candy all over I can 
see Reuven counting it all up. Rabbi Peikes bought some competition this year with these two wheely fancy 
speaker microphone things, but they didn't last long as I could have told you. Don't mess. Speaking of things 
that didn't really last were those tents you guys were under counting your candy. One visit from the wolf and 
that was it. We should have listened to the third pig. It's already the end of the first week and I'm left all alone 
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here in the office. You would be surprised how much fun we have when you guys leave for shabbos. The first 
aid kit and the walkie talkies throw a great party. Problem is every day of camp more and more things keep 
getting invited to the party. Once or twice I heard about this guy Chucky or is it Charles, and things got sent 
home but it was a never ending battle with crowd control. Rabbi Sherman is trying to get rid of the scratch 
offs really fast but they're still hanging around here. The second week brought Bingo and all these prizes. There 
was also the two minute scavenger hunt led by Shalom Kut and Zeshe. Thanks for finding everything in two 
minutes and ending the activity at 3:17. Now Rabbi Sherman has me back out and my break was short lived. 
Did I just announce that correctly? Did he just say thousands of rubber bands? That's right it's rubber band 
day and the Kuts are at it again. We’re taking bets who snaps first, bunk Levis rubber band string or Ari 
Goldstein? After the fast day it was time for the third week of camp already. This was started off with some 
wacky races. Yes there were buckets, cups and fun races but most people remembered the cable ties and band 
aids. Rabbi Sherman is now explaining a really fun activity called picture hunt.  I'm watching all the campers and 
staff run around like crazy as they take pictures of everything just nuts. Later in the same week I was deeply 
insulted. Rabbi Peikes brought the new competitors to the auditorium for lets make a deal. He must have thought 
I wasn't good enough or maybe it's just soooo impractical to bring my twin and the family all the way down the 
hall. Anyway I was brought along because I'm wireless and the other guys aren't and I was able to witness the 
amazing and some not so amazing prizes being given out. We ended the third week with deal or no deal which I 
overheard Menachem Rosenberg saying we still owed slurpees for. Wow another crazy weekend party with the 
brand new dodgeballs and the staple gun ouch not a shidduch!! If you were wondering why the balls were all 
deflated that's your answer. Now for some reason I'm being passed around alot and it has something to do with 
Olympics. A Lot of singing and plays and more than once me being knocked to the ground. Rabbi Sherman has 
sworn to protect us but he has been slacking off lately. Week five started off the new half and it started with 
an amazing payday. So many bunks got such great prizes. Extreme A got a BBQ and extreme B with the pizza 
and Rosen getting mike and ikes...the list goes on and on. This was followed by cake bake which is one of my 
favorite activities. That's because I don't have to work so hard and it's pretty simple. Just come up, look at the 
cake, and then eat the cake. Not any screaming or dropping or turning on and off or anything like that. One of 
my busiest times of the year was on the Wednesday of this week when we had the contata. By plays I’m really 
important and who could forget the tear jerking scenes from the cantata. Everyone was able to hear loud and 
clear how Weinstein told that boy Yurowitz that he won't walk and yada yada yada I did a fantastic job. Couldn't 
have done it without me I know. Starting Friday my cousins the speakers get to work with all the music playing 
and they did their job well with musical chairs. This next week of camp is a very lonely one. I wake up Monday 
and everything and everyone is moving about. Like Naftali Weinstein, trip days are my day off. I just get left in 
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camp as everyone goes out to have a blast. From sitting in the office I heard all about this place Thrillz. It seems 
to have been an amazing time with all the jumping and climbing. As I get left in the dining room on Tuesday for 
OTB Rabbi Sherman is in the gym with war dodgeball. That was the blue vs red dodgeball kings. Awesome. Now 
I'm being wheeled to the gym for an amazing OTB activity. All the different challenges and matches wow it was 
great!! The next day of this packed week was the Jermey the Great show. That's where I helped out the 
magician Jermey put on an amazing show for all you Chevranikers. Even I didn't know how from all the 
counselors there he knew Nachi was the laziest. The week isn't over yet. I thought after the summer of 2018 
I wouldn’t be stolen by an assistant head counselor anymore but here I was being dragged around by Dovi while 
he set up the carnival. It was so much fun and everyone loved winning all the prizes. Speaking of prizes it seems 
that Rabbi Peikes is about to raffle off one of the grand prizes…. oh no wait it's…. oh no…. COLOR WAR. 
another round of me getting passed around from person to person and me getting dropped by all the plays even 
though Rabbi Sherman begged the staff to not break me. The seventh week brought color war and a very scary 
moment for me. It all started when the red team was doing their play. I got passed to Zeshe who was dressed 
up like a king. That's the last thing I remember for the next twenty minutes. The paramedics told me later that 
I lost a pulse for over two minutes before they were able to get me back. To survive such a beating and walk 
away from it is nothing short of a miracle. The red team won against my better judgment as I am still recovering. 
Wednesday was minute to win it and other games as we had fun doing crazy things in the gym. Thursday of 
the seventh week I again was left all alone as the younger division went bowling and the senior guys went brown 
water rafting. That's when the rapids are so strong it makes the water turn from white to a nasty brown. Very 
dangerous, but I think everyone made it back okay. Except for CPW. The last and final week of the summer is 
always sad for me and it's always hard for Rabbi Sherman as well. I'm not sure what Rabbi Sherman would say 
about the eighth and final week of camp but if I had to guess it would be something like this. Thank you to all 
the amazing staff who really put their all into making this summer such a blast. He would love to thank all of 
you personally in this article but there would simply be no room. I can attest to all the great memories this 
summer has brought about and how much he enjoyed working with each and every one of you. He would then 
thank all the campers who did such a great job being campers and having such a great summer. He loves every 
one of you and wants every one of you to be back next year. Uh oh, there's a red light blinking on me which 
means my batteries are running out. So I only have a few more seconds before it's all over for me and I’m back 
in the storage unit with the other guys. I hear this year we are moving to these fancy pod things. So with my 
last breath I'm sure Rabbi Sherman would thank Yitz Greenbaum for such an amazing summer under such trying 
time and he would then thank Dovi for working so hard and helping in so many areas and then he would thank Rabbi P…. 
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Wow another summer has shot by so fast, is it really week 8 already?! I think back to 
the first day and I remember that excitement and pump and now... It's almost 
over!  Wow!  
We really started this summer way before the first day of camp, as this summer really 
began back in April when the headstaff decided to have the Camp Chevra Zoom 
Show,  and I still remember sitting at home bored out of my witz, and suddenly I was 
transported to camp, all while being stuck at home!  That excitement only doubled 
once camp began, and it really was a roller coaster of a ride. I am sure you all 
remember some of the most amazing special activities we had this year, and this years 
leagues were probably the most intense ever (all thanks to Kobe Bekritzky who 
insists that he tried his hardest.) Swikers was busy swiking and building that I am sure 
that they came home with a summer full of adventure and knowledge (Tzvi Eli 
Kaufman and Dovi Fisher will be opening woodworking shops, if the whole school 
thing doesn't work out next year). Olympics with the Kuts was awesome, and Color 
War was really a blast (especially that cacophony that King Zisha made as he yelled 
at Rabbi Rosenberg asking for his name...) The water activities was a fun addition to 
camp, and I am sure that if I were to come visit the grounds in 3 months I will still find 
the Chevra Falls still flowing down the hill ( I don't know if I will find  bunk Avraham 
siting and "guiding" the water down the hill,  bit I heard that Shia Blumenberg (aka 
'Home')  and CPW (aka the most called out name on the radio)  will be managing the 
falls for the rest of the year.  
 
I also want to thank the brilliant minds behind camp as without them camp would just 
be a room with 200 people and a stick (just think about how boring that would be, 
kind of reminds you about the Covid days - no?) 
 
Ari Goldstein, this was our first year working together in camp, and I have to say that 
the legendary Ari Goldstein really does live up to what was rumored about you. I have 
heard whispers in my past years at Chevra of the great Ari Goldstein, the best Swikers 
director, and seeing you in action, you have blown me away with your creative 

A page of a diary of an 
Assistant Head Counselor  

By: Rabbi Dovi Wizel 
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program and awesome activities. This years Swikers was definitely a year that none 
of the campers would ever forget (they have the shtender to remind them every time 
their mind begins to get foggy ) and thank you for this awesome summer!  
 
Rabbi Sherman, you are one of the most talented people I have ever met. Your pump 
and excitement is just contagious, and it's that exact quality what makes you the best 
Head counselor ever. Your dedication to camp is also admirable, and your help during 
the music video shoot was really generous.  
 
Rabbi Peikes, you are an incredible person, and this summer was really another great 
summer thanks to you. The effort that you put in behind the scenes (and obviously in 
middle of the action) is really appreciated by not only the headstaff but essentially 
the entire camp. Thank you for bringing the ruach into camp, and for being the voice 
of wisdom among chaotic situations.  
 
Yitz, there are no words to describe your role in camp other than Important. You 
probably have the most on your plate, yet you always are available (and sometimes 
coerced ) to take more on and to help out wherever and whenever needed. Every 
staff member and every camper loves you for what you do, but more importantly, we 
love you more for who you are. Yitz you are the best!  (please realize that we have 
not forgotten OTB when that 3 point shot just 'didn't make it in' yet Nosson Shue's did, 
but we love you anyway)  
 And last but not least Eli Smith, our Lunch Gopher. He also serves as our 
photographer, um... or videographer... one of the two... and his talent is second to 
none.  When he tries and puts his mind to it, he delivers incredible footage (like week 
6 for example). (Even when he doesn't try he comes up with good stuff, check out 
week 4 ). All kidding aside, Eli has been a good friend and a great shipmate aboard 
this incredible voyage, and I can't imagine summer 2020 without him. Eli you are the 
man!  
 
I also want to thank the awesome staff for making this the best summer ever, and I 
can't wait to see you all, Campers and Staff, at Camp Chevra Yerushalayim 2021!!!! 
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In 10 years from now….. 
Jacob Berkowitz will be the starting goalie for the Rangers, yet beg 
Mendel or Davey or anyone else to play goalie instead of him. 
Shua Berman will still be terrorized by pitching mounds that move. 
Moshe Bernstein will finally find the perfect air-conditioned room to chill 
in. 
Shea Blumenberg will admit that he never got tested for Covid in camp 
2020 and just needed a day off. 
Avi Bodner will finally not be in the camp video. 
Mordechai Chopp will finally have his own team. 
Zisha Fortgang will stop whining about Shalom Kut’s banner. 
Daniel Ginsberg will get recognition for his trendy costumes. 
Gavriel Grodko will have a drawer of his own to keep his personal 
belongings. 
Avrumi Halberstam will have lost his car keys for the 100th time. 
Moshe Hershberg will be head counselor of a camp. 
Daniel Kaminetzky will be the latest Marvel Superhero– “Masked Man”! 
Zevi Karoly will still be wondering how he didn’t score off Jacob. 
Shalom Kut will finally realize that I am not the reason he didn’t win 
any championships. 
Azriel Laster will be a successful person as his work ethic will take him 
places. 
Daniel Lazarus will have a whistle. 
Mendel Levin will still regret switching to kickball against Jacob. 
Baruch Pollack will be still be the unassuming person that always gets 
the job done. 
Nachi Reifer will comntinue to show off his league championship rings to 
Menachem Rosenberg. 
Sruli Rosen will take over for Daniel Jones and finally make it through a 
full season in a football league. 
Menachem Rosenberg will still be searching for his first league win. 
(You’re lucky Rabbi Sherman didn’t write this article!) 
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Moshe Zev Schachter will still be wondering why Ari Goldstein got tips 
while he did not. 
Nosson Schuh will reminisce about all his playoff comebacks as he 
brushes his hair in front of the mirror. 
Yisroel Meir Schuster will try to cash his paycheck from 2020. 
Avraham Schuster will still be asked by me to sing the MaNaVu Alma 
Mater. 
Davey Shenker will finally give up on the Rangers because there is no 
way they will ever win with Jacob as their goalie. 
Eli Siklos will have his own company and finally tell Bodner and Lazarus 
what to do. 
Dovy Silber will still be wondering what Shea was doing all summer. 
Eliyahu Spiegel will tell us what really happened in Vegas. 
Yehuda Stamm will still blame me for losing the volleyball game. 
Yaakov Stamm will still be upset at Rabbi Sherman for calling him 
Yehuda. 
Chaim Pesach Weiss will be found. 
Azzi Wolf will legally change his name to Fox. 
Akiva Zidell will once again vow to win his first championship next year 
and then make the same vow again the next year. 
Avi Zisman will find a job where he can work very hard for a few hours 
and chill for the rest of the day. 
Rabbi Weinstein will only be driving smart cars. 
Eli Smith will work on Friday. 
Ari Goldstein, when asked about the year 2020, can only muster the 
words, “Did anyone see Chaim Pesach Weiss?” 
Dovi Wizel will have 2 plays on Broadway: 1) “Schedule Nightmares” 2) 
“As the bridges burn” 
Rabbi Sherman will own Camp Whim. 
Rabbi Peikes will be 5 years into his extremely successful comedic 
career as the celebrity roaster known as Norman Zoom. 
Yitz Greenbaum will finally stop eating Eli’s Bagels 
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 “you really saved our newsletter this year- you were the only article in it”- yitz greenbaum 

“I wish you would have told me that earlier so I could have put it at the top of my article. Now 

I have to write another one”- Me 

The Week 8 Article  
By C P Lejjinderry Dubbs .Com, Shleets  

 
I remember it well. We were at the staff restaurant chill and as I spit out a mouthful of aluminum, I turned to shuster 

and said I wish this had happened earlier so I could write about it in my article. That was really how the week started. You see, 

this week, camp is really working with my schedule, because most weeks I write my article on Tuesday and can’t talk about 

what happened the rest of the week till next article. This week, the week is ending on Wednesday, so I’m not missing anything 

(awkward, cuz now I’m writing it on Sunday, so I’m not going to known anything that happened this week. Oh well, I guess 

I’ll put them in my first article next summer.) anyways so now I just have to write about last week. Everyone was rolling in in 

sweatshirts (cuz come on, you get cool merch but you don’t have a time to rock it during the summer with your friends 

(especially if we keep not going ice skating) so you make up every excuse to wear it, like: it’s cold in a restaurant, right? (and 

same thing with the bus after delaware) the problem was they were all wearing shorts too. Rabbi sherman finally told the staff 

how he feels about them, zisha told eli smith how everyone really feels about him, (that’s how you know that zisha wrote 

the color war song: 1. “eli smith, the head staff” – i.e. they’re two different things. it was worth giving him a shoutout just 

to say he’s not head staff, and 2. You always make us laugh…) and MZ shachter bit the top off a soda can. Also our staff 

members got to meet moishy genuth for the first time. 

As the zman is winding down, interesting things are happening in camp. Ari goldjosh has been creatively trying to avoid 

putting the camp logo on the shtenders (ari to eli smith: who designed that logo? Eli: he didn’t look jewish but it sounded like 

he was speaking yiddish”) rumor has it that it is because of ari’s deep rooted ties with other camps- I saw a camp fun logo 

floating around camp lately. It is actually funny, the camp got this GUY named “rabbi zoom” to write their “week in review

” article this week, DON’T know who he is, (he gave me like twenty five shoutouts) but he accused me of writing about 

other camps. I hope that’s not a referance to shmifta, because it is a well known fact that chevra and shmifta are one and the 

same. (p.s. true story: I actually throughout this summer have hung both an elyon sticker and a camp fun sign on the office door 

in camp) this article was obviously making fun of the word “kulam” in one of my articles. As we so clearly saw on all the 

camp videos on the bus, no other camp can compare to our camp. Why, just this week, we got nissim black (the small one from 

vegas) aka Nachi the clean shaved chassid. We went on a crazy trip to delaware (that’s a different state, right?) we have 

unlimited DVD’s torah cards and pink tablecloths. We even have a girraffe (and oorah thinks they’re sooo cool with their 

camel) we even have shaya rubin- we just don’t know where he is. we say we don’t know where cpw is. we actually don’

t know where nurse aron goldstine is. (Mahwah) We pretend we don’t know what shmifta is. everyone, however, knows 

what berko is… 

We went to delaware, and the rule always proves true that the trip there is more fun than the actual time spent at the 

destination. (shmuel reich strikes again) in the bus you don’t get sunburn, even if you’re wearing shorts with your sweatshirt. 

We had great videos of this cool guy who walks into a wall, and there was even a game of throwing around this clothing. Zevi 

Karolyvirus was tucked snugly in the front and kaminetzky played some elchonon baruch on his cracked phone. Daniel haas 

and zevi deutch had a tickle war, and when I sat down on the grass to learn, everyone gathered around. I’m Gonna miss 

everyone! Make sure to have a crazy year, rock each day, and hopefully I’ll see YOU around soon! 

Chaim Pesach Weiss 
I am still nowhere to be found 
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Wow, this summer flew by so fast, I had a lot 

of fun with all you guys (even though sometimes 

there was a bit of misbehaving), how I wish the summer could be longer so I 

don't have to go back to school.. I mean be with you guys forever! ☺. The 

amount of fun I had was unimaginable and I would like to thank every single 

one of you. Joe Taub, Shmuel Strimling, Daniel Klahr, Shua Shenker, Eliyahu 

& Yaakov Heinemann, Simcha Curland, Ami Hanfling, Yosef Gewirtzman, 

and Shimon blumenberg. I can't thank you all enough for the absolutely best 

summer yet and I hope to see you all next summer!!!!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bunk 
Avraham  

Counselor:  Shea Blumenberg 
JC: Avraham Schuster 
JC: Dovi Silber 
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From the Kabin of the Kritikally Konfused Kowboy/Pirate Who 

is Far From the Sea 
 Ye may have already notiked that in this letter, the letter "sea" is 

often replaked by the letter "K" (or "X"). This is bekause, as a pirate, I am 

sad to be away from the sea, and wanted to symbolize this to all ye adventurers who 

bother te read this. But as sad as I may be te be away from the sea, I am even more sad te be away from the 

greatest kamp ever, Kamp Xevra, and away from my krew, Bunk Yitzchok.  

 That said...As a seasoned veteran (that's right--I dump a bukket of fresh paprika on me head eakh 

morning) of the high seas, I have little experienke with mushy good-bye letters... 

But, by the tides, I'm going to give a shot. 

So here goes. 

To My Krew, Bunk Yitzchok 
Benjy Fisher Pretty mukh always by me side, and not akting like yer "too kool" te take me advike, I always kan 

easily find ye. But that means more than making me life easier when I try to take attendanke... 

Kin I put it inte words? Nay, it is not easy for me te understand. Benjy, ye are like a little brother te me. 

Yosef Gutman Right from day one, I knew you'd be me right-hand man. Ye try to help with me job whenever 

ye kan. Most years, someone too young to be an aktual staff member dekides te follow my krew around, and akt 

as my unoffikial junior kounselor. Never before though, has my "junior kounselor" been as young as ye. I look 

forward te see the day when ye get te be in kharge of a krew of yer own. 

Moshe Lampert Yer kooperation is kommendable. Ye always are kontent te roll with the tides of whatever is 

going on without a single komplaint, and I know yer always just where yer supposed te be. Makes me life mukh 

easier, and me throat less hoarse, as I never need te bark orders at ye. 

Ari Lipszyc Ye know how te pray. Though at first, it may not seem like the most impressive of talents, one should 

not be fooled by first impressions. Prayer is something very few are a master of, and one who has the skill should 

not let it go te waste. When ye pray, ye speak te God, The One Who Is All-Powerful And Created The World. 

Working on yer unique talent will allow ye te come te realize this in a whole new way. As ye come te the 

realization that ye are speaking with The All-Powerful One, and not just mumbling archaic words, ye begin te 

feel Him near you, watching over you. The feeling that God Himself watches over you and guides you brings a 

feeling of confidence and calmness like nothing else. I have felt this myself a handful of times, especially during 

the dark tides of the Covid Apocalypse. Work on yer talent. Make it grow. You will be amazed at what you find. 

Shmulie Mendelevich Honesty. It is an inborn trait ye have, lad. And it is one of the most vital things te the 

existenke of te world. I'll prove it te ye. It is said in Pirkei Avos, 1st Perek, 18th Mishna, that the three things 

human survival stands on are Justice, Truth, and Peace. Without these things, life wouldn't have order and 

strukture, and people would never be able to get along. L'fi Aniyas Da'ati, I'd even venture te say that 

truth/honesty is the most important of the three, as the other two kannot exist without honesty. Justice is 

obviously fake if the people bringing justice are dishonest, and peace kan never last long between people who 

often lie te eakh other. So rejoice over yer unique blessing, Shmulie. Ye have one of the most valuable things in 

the world. 

Shmuel Seleski I've had many great athletes in my krew before. You too, Shmuel, are a great athlete. But ye are 

something more than just that. Ye are the perfekt kombination of being both an amazing athlete while also 

Bunk  
Yitzchok  
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having amazing sportsmanship. What more kould a kaptain want? In bunk matkhes and during kolor war, it was 

great having ye on me team, and I know that yer league kaptain is lukky to have ye on his side. 

Yisroel Shulman Chilled about just about everything, and seemingly having infinite patience, methink the Yeshivish 

word te deskribe ye is Adle. While I love being in kamp, and I have a great krew, it is an expekted fakt of life 

that even the best of krews will put their leader under some stress. You, however, never did anything to kontribute 

te this stress, and that is a kompliment few are 100% worthy of getting. 

Aaron Silber Ye are an aggressively skilled athlete who will fight tooth and nail for glorious viktory—yet at the 

same time, ye care for justice within the match with a passion, and will stop at nothing te make sure justice is 

served, even when it will be te yer detriment. Ye want te win more than anyone, but will only accept viktory if 

it was earned fairly. A noble trait. 

Asher Singer Ninja Asher Singer. I will forever remember the day that I threw a dodgeball and aktually managed 

te hit ye with it. And that's bekause I know that it ain't happening again. I'd sooner win the lottery twike. But 

ye are more than just a guy who's good at dodging dodgeballs--yer Koakh of Sur May'Rah is at least as strong. 

Ye know how te follow rules and stay out of trouble. And as we all know, after Sur May'Rah komes Asay Tov. Ye 

are kind te others--krewmen and strangers alike. I expekt that if ye kontinue in yer positive ways, ye will bekome 

a great man someday. 

Elimelekh Sternbuch Persistence. It is the power te make a decision on what ye will do, and stikk te that decision. 

This is yer unique power, and something many people nowadays do not have. The whole world is spread out 

before ye. Ye kin be just about anything (exkept an astronaut, of kourse), as long as ye make a firm decision te 

be that. Once ye decide on yer plan, nothing kan stop ye, and ye will succeed in yer plan no matter what gets 

in yer way, as long as yer given enough time. Never give up--bekause refusing te give up is exaktly what yer 

made for. 

Agent Moshe Shachter  Every great kaptain needs a great deputy, and ye filled that role well. Though this may 

be yer first summer as a staff member, ye filled yer role well, and have good qualities for dealing with the lads, 

such as patience. Ye usually followed orders without question, something I defenitely didn't do when I was new, 

and, as an added bonus, ye lugged around that aux device everywhere. Thanks for all the help! 

 Though we must part ways, I shall not forget you. Soon we shall all be at the mercy of the turbulent tides 

of life outside of Xevra. Who knows where they will take each of us. Perhaps fate will bring our paths te kross 

once again in the future. Regardless, I hope for you all te be successful in yer adventures. 

 If ye ever need te contact me, assuming I wasn't eaten by a sea monster, ye kan send me a letter in a 

bottle at any time, or if for some reason ye like doing things the modern way, 

call (845)445-5922 or email danielyginsberg@gmail.com. 

Words From My JC 
      This summer with the Krew and all was an amazing one. First and foremost, I want te thank our honorable 

Kaptain Daniel for taking lead, and making sure that the Krew had a good time on board. Secondly, I want te 

thank the Krew for kooperating with us, and making this summer a blast. Finally, I want te thank Kaptain Yitz, 

Kaptain Rabbi Peikes, as well as Kaptain Rabbi Sherman, Kaptain Dovi, Kaptain Eli, Kapain Ari, and anyone else 

that made this possible. 

 Thank You Junior Kaptain Moshe Zev Schachter 
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Honorable Mentions/Random Shoutouts 
Yisroel Seleski "Yisroel, seen your brother anywhere? I've been looking all over for him..." 

"He's playing King" 

"Oh" 

This konversation happened at the "Dodgeball with Kings" spekial aktivity. 

I still find it funny how foolish I felt at that moment. 

Tzvi Kreisman I still remember the good old days last year when ye were my unoffikial Junior Kounselor. Just 

wanted te thank ye for all the help. Probably should've written this last year, but better late than never. 

Gavriel Plym I admit defeat. I do running praktike regularly, I'm not overweight, and I'm about twike yer height 

(and, as such, have longer legs than ye). Yet ye kin still run faster than me, even when I run my hardest. Very 

impressive. 

Azriel Laster Ye probably know the other reason why the "sea"s are replaked by "k"s in this letter. 

Shea Blumenberg Oh wait, yer kalled Klone 003 now. 

My League Krew 
I kan tell ye, being a pirate kaptain did not prepare me for the rigors of being a league kaptain. Even 

still, I think we all did great, and all of us have made improvements since the beginning--I too learned 

a thing or too more about being a kaptain, and it's thanks te you guys. As of the time of writing, 

playoffs haven't yet started, so I don't know whether we'll kelebrate viktory or suffer defeat, but I kin 

tell ye that ye all fought this battle with honor, even though things weren't always perfekt. You guys 

are like a sekond bunk te me. I will remember ye all fondly just like my offikial bunk. Like I wrote te 

my offikial bunk, If ye ever need te contact me, assuming I wasn't eaten by a sea monster, ye can send 

me a letter in a bottle at any time, or if for some reason ye like doing things the modern way, call 

(845)445-5922 or email danielyginsberg@gmail.com. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Counselor: Daniel Ginsburg  
JC: Moshe Zev Shachter 
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If bunk Yaakov had one wish to have a super power... 
 
Joseph Abitbol would wish for the power to throw 
fire. 
Eli Brown would wish to have laser eyes. 
Dovi Engelson would wish for loving Hashem powers. 
Baruch Goldenberg would wish for every power in the world. 
Eli Grossberger would wish for the power for anything he says to come true. 
Yehoshua Hammer would wish for the power to fly. 
Ari Hammer would wish to have water powers. 
Manny Herzberg would wish for the power to be able to go into a phone and camera. 
Shaya Rubin would wish for fire powers. 
Izzy Streicher would wish for flying powers. 
Avi Fiskus would wish for super strength. 
 
 
Azriel Laster would wish for shape shifting powers. 
 
Doni Kleiman would wish for the power to create anything. 
 
Azriel and Doni, you guys are really so special. Thank you so much for your constant 
help throughout the summer. I couldn’t have asked for better Jc’s. Really. Azriel, 
I am amazed with the sincerity and care that you gave to our bunk. I appreciated 
how you so often offered to help and always with a smile. Thank you so much. Doni, 
your so awesome. When you showed up on the second day, it was a pleasant surprise. 
I respect you for your honesty and your constant push in making an effort to be a 
great JC. The kids loved your funny wit and appreciated your honesty and loud voice. 
Basically in short, you guys rock the house. 
 
Bunk Yaakov, we really had a blast this summer. You guys are flowing over the brim 
with positivity, growth, and sweetness. I learnt so much from each and every one of 
you. You guys are so talented and pure. It was a real pleasure being your counselor 
in Camp Chevra this summer. Please don’t hesitate to reach out :) 
845-274-7853 
 
 
- Gavriel Grodko 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Bunk  
Yaakov 

 

Counselor:  Gavriel Grodko 
JC: Azriel Laster 
JC: Doni Kleiman 
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Honestly can’t believe it’s been a whole two 
months since summer started. I walked in 
the first day and met all the wonderful kids 
in Bunk Reuven and knew it was going to be 
an amazing summer. With Nesonel Roizman first half and 
Mordechai Chopp for second, I had the two best Junior Counselors 
anyone could ask for.  But now that the summers coming to a close 
and we’re saying goodbye, I also have to say thanks. Thank you 
Dovie Eisenberg for always being the first to offer to help. Thank you 
Noam Genut for your integrity and always sticking to your morals. 
Thank you Daniel Greenfield for always being kind to others, no 
matter how hard it may be.  Thank you Binyamin Grunenbaum for 
being outgoing and making friends with everybody in the bunk. 
Thank you Binyamin Heineman for always keeping people laughing. 
Thank you Eli Klein for always adding creativity to all of our activities. 
Thank you Zalman Light for always staying confident and being a 
true leader in the bunk. Thank you Mordechai Meth for being honest 
and pushing everyone to do the right thing. Thank you Hillel 
Newhouse for your contagious smile. Thank you Shuey Rosen for 
your enthusiasm in everything we do, and always helping others 
learn and improve in sports. Thank you Ari Schorr for having the best 
time while playing bunk games. Thank you Shlomo Sussholz for 
being so zis, it’s in your name, but also for being so positive and 
cheerful all the time. I’m going to miss everyone and I hope you have 
a wonderful and mostly normal school year. I hope to see you all next 
summer!! 
 
All the best, Akiva Zidell 

 
 
 
 

Counselor: Akiva Zidell 
JC: Mordechai Chopp 
 
 

Bunk  
Reuven 
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TO THE BEST CAMPERS EVER, 
Wow what a summer it has been!!!!  The sports, the 
fun, the special activities, Etc, it has been one 
very special summer!  When a summer camp is 
made there is one big factor that determines the success of that 
camp, and that is the campers, are they nice campers, are they happy 
campers, do they have good middos, etc. Well we are glad to say that the 
bunk Shimon campers have fit all the criteria!  What more can we ask than 
the campers that we had this summer. Every single one of you is a gem of a 
boy who has a very bright future ahead of you! Let's start with Shalom Adler. 
You play sports well, are a nice kid to be around with, and you have great 
Ruach! Keep it up!!  Then we jump to Daniel BenShlomo whose catches by 
dodgeball and in football are legendary! Despite all odds you always end up 
with the ball in your hands. Next comes Shua Cohen. The intensity of your 
sport playing is admirable. We all felt something missing when you were out 
for a few days. We're all glad you're better! Next up is Akiva Kahana. The fun 
and games that you bring to the bunk is one of a kind. From singing songs 
to cheering for your team you are one of a kind. Then we have Daniel 
Gottesman. What a Sweet boy! You  always help out for whatever has to be 
done. Even though you were in Swikers you  still are a very big part of our 
bunk. Benny Neuhauser, who knew that a second grader can play sports like  
you do. You are for sure better than the average 5th grader out there and 
probably six grader too. We never could have won bunk games without you 
on our side!. Huda stanski, wherever I look there you are!! Your boundless fun 
and energy is what keeps chevra going! Tuvi Bennett, wow! check out those 
muscles. From stick chopping to lifting two chairs, it's a pleasure to have 
someone so strong in my bunk. Knowing you, it'll only get bigger. Sammy 
Tanenbaum, what a gem of a kid. The mixture of good sportsmanship 
balanced with amazing Sports athleticism, you are truly one of a kind. Keep 
up what you are doing and you will go very far. Osher vaksman, your playful 

Bunk  
Shimon 
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enthusiasm is a big asset to our bunk. Even though you broke your arm, your 
humor has never left and we hope it stays that way. Mendy Muller, welcome 
to Monsey!  We know it must have been hard to be in a day camp starting 
off in a fresh place with not knowing many people, but you did amazing! You 
played well in leagues, you played well with the bunk, you far exceeded  all 
our expectations! You are a great role model for us all. Meir Rubin, that smile 
just never leaves your face! How do you do it? No matter the circumstances 
you always have a good word to say. Just keep up what you’re doing and 
light up the whole world  with that smile!! And last but not least we have 
Elchonon Kut. The excitement that you bring along with you every single 
morning is what gets us through our day. Without you we'd still be half asleep. 
All in all you guys are the best bunk that a counselor and JC could ever have 
asked for. Every single one of you has been a big asset to our bunk and we 
never would have been the same without you. Keep it up and never let that 
smile come off your face and may you only grow higher and higher and show 
everyone else what it means to be a true member of klal yisrael. Keep it up 
and I hope to see you next summer! You guys are the best!!!!!!!!  
All the best, from your favorite counselors, 
 
Yisrael Meir Schuster [845-709-7881] 
Baruch Pollack         [845-536-3755] 
 
P.S.- Call us whenever! We’d love to hear your voice! 
 
P.P.S.- Can’t wait to see you next summer! 

 
 
 
 Counselor: Y.M. Schuster 

JC: Baruch Pollack 
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In 20 Years...  
Roni Fuchs: Will still have the best attitude  

Dovid Benjamin: Will still always be excited 
to play sports 

Dovid Curland: will still be helping out his younger brother 

Akiva Wienraub: Will be the most under rated kickball player 

Yossi: Will still be making up new games to play with elizear 

Yitsy: Will still be first to line up for bunk games 

Avraham Piekes: Will take over for his father and will be doing a much 
better job then him 

Ephraim Brand: will be faster then Usain Bolt 

Shua Shtrambrand: Will still be catching Hail Mary Touchdowns  

Elizezaer Spivak: will be a better rebbi then his older brother 

Elkanah Berkowitz: will be in charge of Major League Baseball 

Phillip Akerman: Will b CEO of an energy drink company   

Yakov Weitzman: Will still have the coolest Knapsack  

What a wonderful year it’s been. We want to thank all the campers for 
making the summer the best it can be. I can’t wait to see you guys 
again next year! Have a great year in school! Thank you Nachi for 
such a enjoyable summer and for being the most amazing JC. It was 
a pleasure working with you! 

Sincerely,  

Your counselor Mendel and your J.C. Nachi 

 

 

 Counselor: Mendel Levin 
JC: Nachi Reifer 
 
 

Bunk  
Levi 
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Wow what a year, there is so much to say but let us 

just start with thank you for letting us be your 

(co)counselors, we really enjoyed every minute 

spent with each and every one of you. 

If I had a penny every time... 

-Baruch Engelson-  was involved in whatever we were doing 

-Yitz Fine- was in a good mood 

-Moshe Yehuda Friedman- wanted to go to cpw 

-Mordechai Ginsberg- shone bright 

-Yisrully Gold- made me laugh 

-Aitan Hanfling- got a home run in kickball 

-Bentzion Haltzberg- wanted to be on anyone's team but  Jacobs 

-Tzvi Kreizman- wandered away 

-Yakov Loebenberg- scored a crazy goal in soccer  

-Mordechai Megadesh- tried to be Superman 

-Gavriel Plym- hated in Eliyahu's cap 

-Dani Rosenberg- made a good play in leagues 

-Shaya Rottenberg- wanted to have a football catch  

Once again thank you, 

Your counselors Eliyahu Spiegel and Jacob Berkowitz 
 
 
 
 
 

Co-Counselor: Jacob Berkowitz 

Co-Counselor: Eliyahu Spiegel 
 
 

Bunk  Yehuda-Yissachar 
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In 20 years... 
 
By:Daniel Kaminetzky 
 
Elya Adler- will own a survival watch company while still 
doing backflips 
 
Shul Appel- will finally be in maintenance 
 
Yehuda Eisenberg- will still be wearing a 
baseball cap 
 
Eli Fine- will still be saying how good his bat is 
 
Avi Grossberger- will still have curly hair 
 
Aryeh Kahn- will still be swimming at Sammy’s house 
 
Yossi Kut- will still be the world’s biggest Mets fan 
 
Ezra Lazarus- will be a professional hockey player and fish on his days off 
 
Aryeh Muller- will be on an Olympic rowing team 
 
Shia Rubin- will still be going to canteen every hour 
 
Dovid Stansky- will be a star wide receiver on the Eagles 
 
Shael Steinhart- will finally come to camp 
 
Sammy Walden- will still be eating six pieces of kugel every Friday 
 
Moshe Weisberg- will be 8 feet tall 
 
It was a true pleasure being your counselor this summer. I couldn’t have 
asked for a more mature and well-behaved bunk! I wish all of you much 
Hatzlocha during the upcoming school year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bunk  
Zevulan 
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To bunk zevulun 
Second half went by so fast but I want to thank every single one of you for letting 
me have the best summer of my life. I can’t explain how excited (And a little nervous) 
I was when yitz told me That I’m going to have you guys second half. Whether it was 
winning every bunk competition (I don’t think we lost once) or going rafting, big thanks 
to boat O-R-E. It was so much fun to be around you guys the whole day. Everyone 
Brought something unique/ amazing/ interesting/ fascinating/ funny to the bunk. It just 
felt like every time I saw Moshe play football I would say "that’s the best catch I ever 
saw” I used to think that I loved kugel the most once I met Sammy on a Friday that 
changed.  
It always amazes me know matter if closed or open Shia was all ways by the canteen. 
If I was elya I would right a book of how to get your jc scared. If Dovid would for one 
minute stop saying how bad he is at baseball you would realize how good you are at 
every other sport (and really good at baseball). If I could say one thing for sure every 
day and I know would happen shael would not come to camp. I want to give a special 
thank you to Aryeh muller for being the perfect camper. If I had to choose one person 
to talk to for 10 hours straight it would be Ezra. If I had bases loaded 2 outs in the 
World Series yossi would be the only one I want up. Maybe one day Aryeh Kahn will wear 
sneakers to camp not slides, there is a rumor that natives where worn on Aryeh’s 
feet. Thank you Eli for letting my bag tour the whole building (and even the garbage). 
Avi is 100 % the best person I ever met, anytime there was one thing left and 2 people 
you would let them have it. If anyone finds Yehuda not smiling I would be shocked. 
Anytime I saw shua he was helping or trying to help someone else your kindness is truly 
incredible.  
I’m really going to miss you guys. Everyone should have a great school year and hopefully 
I will see everyone next summer. 
 
Your JC  
Sruli Rosen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Counselor: Daniel Kaminetzky 

JC: Sruli Rosen 
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In 20 years... 

Chaim Cohen will still be bragging that he knows 

all of Nachi Reifers family 

 

Yissi Seleski will be driving a Maserati 

 

Avi Kram will still get asked if his father is Rabbi Kram 

 

Tzvi Newhouser will still be taking sports seriously 

 

Avrumi Goldberger will still think Moishy is funnier than me (which is true) 

 

Nachi Kohn will make an incredible invention 

 

Akiva Sachs will still be underated at newcomb 

 

Yosef Meir Korngold will be a professional storyteller 

 

Shimon Greenspan will be funnier than Moishy 

 

Yehuda Atedgi will still be losing his shoes on the raft 

 

Thank you guys for an amazing and fun Carona free summer!! 

-Menachem Rosenberg and Moishy Bernstein 
 
 
 
 Counselor: Menachem Rosenberg 

JC: Moishy Bernstein 
 

Bunk  
Dan 
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Wow!! What a summer it's been! We all thought camp would be cancelled but 
nothing can stop Camp Chevra! It was a blast to spend the summer with the 
best bunk in the entire world. All the great memories we've picked up that 
will last a lifetime. (Before I begin I would like to give a shout out to our first 
half JC Nosson Lazarus.) 
A Day in The Life Of Bunk NAFTALI/Gad. 
We start off our day with some awesome bunk games. I found out we are the best at football. Moshe levy's favorite and best sport 
is definitely baseball. Shlomo Fried would disagree and say football is better, but a packet of Twizzlers would end that argument 
right away. After bunk games lunch would come along right after Ozzy Fisher and Yehuda Heineman would ask, “When is lunch?” 
That's fine because I think lunch is the best part of the day. But before we go to lunch Yosef Katz teaches us a mishna. When lunch 
is coming to end there’s some contests and races and Netanel Klein would make sure to be part of it (of course he won). After 
lunch we had water activities which I'm pretty sure Yossi Dembitzer (Rottenberg) King of the slip n slide was also the only one to 
go on it. Enough with the schedule! Some quick thoughts. Yehuda Heinemann I hope you didn't lose your bag yet. Thank you Ari 
Sabo for providing camp with the best baseball bat. Avraham Rosenthal always kept his cool and great attitude at all times. 
Meshulam Fine taking the game of kickball to the next level and making the rest of us look like fools. Shua Schorr who I saw at the 
barbershop and I still think has a better haircut then me. But taught us how to fit hundreds of wristbands on our arms. Shaya 
Steinhart always made sure I knew who his brother was. Thank you to all of my amazing campers who helped make camp so 
enjoyable to come to every day. Also thank you so much to the most amazing co counselor Zevi Karoly for all the help. 
Sincerely, Your counselor, Davey (The Baby) Shenker 
If I got a penny every time...... 
Shlomo Fried- wore his Steelers jersey 
Netanel Klein- asked me to play taps 
Ari Sabo- brought his baseball bat to camp 
Yossi Dembitzer (Rottenberg)- wanted to play soccer with me 
Yehuda Heinemann- left his bag somewhere 
Moshe Levy- was throwing a baseball 
Ozzy Fisher- came up with a new nickname for me and Davey 
Meshulam fine- wore his broncos cap 
Yosef Katz- was learning mishnayos 
Shaya Steinhart- danced 
Avraham Rosenthal- brought a new yarmulke to camp 
Shua Schorr- wore his Warriors jersey 
I WOULD BE A MILLIONAIRE!!!! 
Thank you guys for making this one of the best summers of my life. 
Sincerely, Your co-counselor, Zevi Karoly 
 
 

 Co-Counselor: Davey Shenker 
Co-Counselor: Zevi Karoly 
 

Bunk  
Naftali - Gad 
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WOW I CAN NOT BELIEVE THAT I AM SITTING HERE WRITING THE 
END-OF-SUMMER ARTICLE! I REMEMBER ON THE FIRST DAY OF 
CAMP WHEN WE WERE ALL SITTING UNDER A TREE IN THE SHADE 
MOSHE GENUTH CAME OVER TO US AND SAID THAT WE SHOULD 
REMEMBER THIS MOMENT BECAUSE VERY SOON IT’LL BE THE LAST DAY OF CAMP. 
HE WAS RIGHT. THIS SUMMER FLEW BY. I WOULD LIKE TO START OFF BY SAYING THANK YOU BUNK 
ASHER; I COULDN’T HAVE ASKED FOR A BETTER BUNK. YOU REALLY MADE IT EASY FOR ME. IT 
BROUGHT ME JOY TO SEE THAT ALL OF YOU WERE GREAT FRIENDS. YAACOV STAMM!!!!! DON’T THINK 
I FORGOT ABOUT YOU. YOU REALLY WERE A MAJOR HELP. THE WORK THAT YOU PUT INTO THIS BUNK 
AND CAMP REALLY SHOWS. I THANK YOU FOR BEING THERE WHEN I COULDN’T. AVI HAAS, EVEN 
THOUGH YOU HATE THAT I GIVE YOU ICES EVERY DAY, YOUR ATTITUDE IS SO EXITING. IT ALWAYS 
LOOKS LIKE YOUR PUMPED UP FOR SOMETHING. MOSHE SCHILLER, YOU ARE SOMEONE THAT HAS 
TRUE DEVOTION AND CARE, IT WAS ALWAYS SO EASY TO START A CONVERSATION WITH YOU (P.S. IF 
YOU NEED TO BLAME SOMETHING ON SOMEONE, JUST GIMME A CALL).  
         HILLEL HOOK, WHEN YOUR READING THIS I BET YOU FORGOT YOUR METS CAP. YOU WERE A 
FRIEND TO EVERYONE, YOU CAPTIVATED EVERYONE WITH YOUR INTERESTING STORY’S (BTW YOU 
SHOULD TOTALLY SEE STAR WARS NOW😉). ZEVY DEUTSCH, ALWAYS WITH A SMILE YOUR 

SPORTSMANSHIP WAS INCREDIBLE. NEVER STOP ASKING QUESTIONS!! DANIEL HAAS, I CAN 
GUARANTEE THAT YOUR WEARING YOUR YANKEE JERSEY RIGHT NOW. YOU ALWAYS HAD SOMETHING 
SMART TO SAY; NEVER CHANGE. LEVI TENEMBAUM, WE ALWAYS HAD A GOOD LAUGH. THANKS FOR 
MAKING THIS SUMMER AWESOME FOR US!!(AND NO. I DID NOT SEE VOLTRON YET...) EZZY FRIEDMAN, 
WOW YOU CAME SECOND HALF BUT I’D FEELS LIKE YOU’VE BEEN HERE ALL SUMMER. I’M SO GLAD 
YOU CAME BECAUSE YOU MADE MY SUMMER THAT MUCH BETTER. AVROHOM KORN, EVEN THOUGH 
YOUR NOT HERE TO READ THIS I STILL WANT TO SAY THAT WE MISSED YOU THIS HALF AND I HOPE 
THAT YOU HAD A GREAT SUMMER.  

ALL THAT SAID I HOPE THAT ALL OF YOU GUYS HAVE A GREAT YEAR TOGETHER AND CAN’T WAIT TO 
SEE YOU NEXT SUMMER!!!!  

ONE LAST THING I NEED TO KNOW, WHY DO ALL OF YOU LOVE THE PURPLE ICES?!?!?!?! I DON’T GET 
IT EVERYONE WANTS PURPLE EVERY DAY; WHAT’S SO GOOD ABOUT IT???? OMG EVEN AVI HAAS 
WANTS PURPLE!  

ZISHA FORTGANG 

Bunk  
Asher  
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In 20 Years… 
 
Zevy Deutch - Will be the fastest person to live on earth (well at 
least faster than me) 
Ezzy Friedman - Will have the best memory in the world  
Avi Haas - Will be Shortstop on the Yankees 
Daniel Haas - Will still be wearing the same Gleyber Torres jersey 
Hillel Hook - Will be a yankees fan (that’s what happens when 
you wear a yankees cap😂) 
Avraham Korn - Will agree that newcome is a sport 
Moshe Schiller - Will be a 5-time Home Run Derby champion  
Levi Tenembaum - Will buy Star Wars from Disney  
Zisha Fortgang - Will still be the best counselor alive  
 
Thank you guys so much for such an amazing summer I am 
going to miss all you guys!                                      
P.S. If you guys see me around in school (Post corona iyh) feel 
free to come over and say hi! 
Until next year  
your JC,  
Yaakov Stamm   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Counselor: Zisha Fortgang 
JC: Yaakov Stamm 
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Author of… 
Tzvi Eli Kaufman-The Adventures of Swikers 
Menachem Kreisman-Baseball Baseball Baseball 
Abie Shenker-The History of The Rangers 
Erez Wolfset -How To Play Hockey  
Moshe Zidell -The Art Of The Hallway 
Shua Greenfield-Enough Said 
Nachman Genuth- 101 Tips On Running A Camp 
Gedalia Siklos-The Great Football Player 
If I had to describe every camper with an emoji… 
Tzvi Eli Kaufman-👨🎓 
Menachem Kreisman-🎶 
Abie Shenker-🏒 
Erez Wolfset-🎮 
Moshe Zidell-😆 
Shua Greenfield-🤫 
Nachman Genuth-🥳 
Gedalia Siklos-😎 
  
Thank you to all my campers you guys will always be remembered as ...Awesome, Funny, 
Athletic, Intelligent, and Competitive. 
I can go on, but I don't have unlimited paper. 
I wish you all the best in your upcoming school year (hopefully in school and not on zoom). 
 
Sincerely, 
Avrumi HALBERSTAM  
 
In 20 years from now 
I see Nachman as head counselor of camp Chevra.  
I see Tzvi Eli being in charge of swikers.  
I see Menachum doing his same batting stretch for baseball.  
I see Abie playing in a hockey league.🥅 
I see Erez playing in the same hockey league and same team as Abie.   
I see Gedalya playing in the same hockey league and team as Erez and Abie. 
I see Shua having an awesome shoe collection.   
I see Moshe being same fun kid he is now. 
Sincerely your JC, 
Azzi Wolf 
 

 
 
 Counselor: Avrumi Halberstam 

JC: Azzi Wolf 
 

Bunk  
Yosef  
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In 20 years.... 
Eli-will still be dribbling his basketball  

Benny-still playing on Shalom’s watch 

Aron-still wearing slides in camp 

Yosef-will be a millionaire  

Ari-professional volleyball kick server 

Yoel-will still be drinking Mountain Dew  

Eitan p.-will still be wearing his same cap everyday  

Eitan m.-will own under armour  

Mielich-still be screaming on the raft 

Dovi-will be a scientist  

Moshe-will be part of chaveirim  

Aryeh-will be a professional MMA fighter  

Azriel-will still be bragging that he won the 1st half championship all 

by himself 

  

Thank you everyone for giving us the greatest summer we’ve ever had. 

We enjoyed this summer with you guys. Hope to keep in touch with 

everyone. 

 

Counsler: Shalom Kut – 917-594-9613 

Jc: Yehuda Stamm – 845-300-1616 
 
 
 
 
 

Counselor: Shalom Kut 
JC: Yehuda Stamm 
 

Bunk  
Xtreme A 
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IN 20 YEARS FROM NOW…. 
 
Shmuel baker will be a facepainter and a COOK not BAKER 
 
Menachem breningstall will be a professional rafter and have a 
problem with everyone’s pants 
 
Shaya genut will be a professional swimmer and a MASSIVE YANKEES fan  
 
Sruly goldenberg will be in the army and a magician/magician assistant  
 
Zvi Klien will be a professional football player and always wear a roblox hat  
 
Baruch stern will be a professional speaker and talker(joking still be one of the quietist funniest 
people I know) 
 
Tzvi gross will be a owner of Rita’s till he runs out of business because he ate it all and be a 
Hershey kiss fan and not Reese’s  
 
Asher fried will be a professional track and field star and mix up everyone  
 
To my campers  you guys made my summer from complaining about bunk games to trips and not 
wanting to raft down the Delaware thank you for an amazing summer # best quarterback # Rabbi’s  
Have an amazing year 
 
From Moshe Hershberg aka Hershey  
 
To my campers you guys made my summer. From switching boats mid river then not rowing (you 
know who you are) to after much complaining playing the bunk games. You guys are the best 
campers I've ever had thank you for an amazing summer #height advantage #2020forlife  
Have an amazing year. 
 
From Yehuda Fine aka judes 

 
 
 
 

Counselor: Yehuda Fine 
JC: Moshe Hershberg 
 

Bunk  
Xtreme B 
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Bunk X-treme C aka “the cooler x-treme 

bunk” 

A message to each and every one of you guys: 

 

Akiva Fogelman— no I am not doing the movie trailer voice 

Binyomin Gutman— I kinda wasn’t able to recognize you without your Giants cap  

Shragie Lazarus— the floor of the coach bus is not the best place to lay down (also you 

are waaaaaay too hyper) 

Yoni Cherns— your volleyball serving skills aren’t really all that “GOATED” 

Yaakov Yurowitz— you know you really didn’t want to get traded from my team first 

half just admit it 

Shaya Nisenbaum— dude you need to chill out 

Ari Bernstein— I’m still surprised that you didn’t know not to bring your bag on the 

raft 

Shimi Ackerman— I’m pretty sure I’ve heard you speak like 5 times the entire summer 

Yuddle Hecht— how are so many of your scratch-off tickets winning tickets? 

Eli Muhlbauer— please stop screaming in my ear 

It’s been a pretty wild summer, guys. From the 2 trips we went on to the special 

activities that we barely showed up to, I’m glad to have been assigned to you guys. As 

you enter 8th grade and ultimately high school and beyond, I want to wish you guys a 

הכרב  that you all be successful in this thing we call “growing up.”  
Shout out to my first half guys (and Berko) for making this summer special for me and 

for all of you guys. 

 

Signing off, 

Nosson Schuh 
 

 
 
 
 Counselor: Nosson Schuh 

 
 
 

Bunk  
Xtreme C 
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Stuck on island with 1 thing… 
 

Gelbtuch: his beleif in Hashem 
Meth: a schedule so he can know when to go to swikers 
Strahmbrand: raw onion 
Bekritzky: a megaphone so he can yell at anything that moves 
WHAT ARE YOU DOING 
Zimmerman: $1,000,000 so he can blow it all on OTB 
Gelman: a baseball bat so he can practice batting left-handed 
Atedgi: a football so he can play alone 
Frankel: Chananya Rosen so they won't get confused 
Rosen: Efraim Frankel so they won't get confused 
Stefansky: music because there's nothing he wants to do more 
than be away from the rest of them 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 Counselor: Shua Berman 
 
 
 

Bunk  
Xtreme D 

 














